Learn more about certain rights and practices we describe
in our Privacy Policy
Effective Date: October 1, 2019
Note: Collaborative Learning, LLC., data centers storing personal data are
currently located in the US.

SECTION 6 – CLARE (PASSTHEARE.COM) DELETION
PRACTICES
The following are Collaborative Learning, LLC., current practices regarding
deletion of consumer account data.
•

If your CLARE subscription lapses (you stop paying for it), we will keep
your personal data for up to two years after the subscription term ends
(subject to some exceptions set forth in the Collaborative Learning, LLC.
Privacy Policy and potential sunsetting of passtheare.com described
below). If you decide to re-subscribe during this period your data is
retained, you may be able to pick up where you left off and see your
learning course viewing history (subject to potential sunsetting of CLARE
described below).

•

If you choose to close your CLARE account (which is different than ending
a subscription), we will delete your personal data after cancellation
(subject to some exceptions set forth in the passtheare.com Privacy
Policy), usually within sixty days.

•

If (and when) we sunset passtheare.com, we plan to delete your learning
history and other data for your privacy, and you will no longer have
access to your learning history and other data once deleted. However,
during the sunset process, your data may be retained beyond the
standard periods to extend your access prior to deletion.

SECTION 8 – LAWFUL BASES FOR PROCESSING DATA
Where we process data based on consent, we will ask for your explicit
consent. Where we rely on contract, we will ask that you agree to the
processing of personal data that is necessary for entering into or the
performance of your contract with us.
We may process your personal data for the purposes of our legitimate
interests or for the legitimate interests of third parties (e.g., your employer
or company), provided that such processing shall not outweigh your rights
and freedoms. For example, we may process your personal data to:
•

Protect you, us or others from threats (such as security threats or fraud);

•

Comply with laws that apply to us;

•

Enable or administer our business, such as for quality control,
consolidated reporting, and customer service;

•

Manage corporate transactions, such as mergers or acquisitions;

•

Understand and improve our business or customer relationships generally.

•

Notify you of changes in the Service.

